
Discovering Cemetery Information:  A Special, Unique Setting Because. . .  at:  

http://www.kuzmich4.com/Facebook/Discovering%20Cemetery.pdf  

Cemeteries are more than just a Halloween theme; they are one of the most overlooked resources for 

genealogy research. If you're looking to go beyond the typical headstone information in your ancestor 

searches, check out this Legacy Tree article at https://www.legacytree.com/blog/hidden-among-graves-

cemetery-records. It explains how to find cemetery records, the role of cemetery registers, establishing 

ancestor relationships, and more. You'll find additional tips and guidelines for cemetery research in 

Goal B6 at https://www.thefhguide.com/project-9-united-statesb6.html#a of the United States page. (See 

all tips at https://www.thefhguide.com/tip-of-the-day.html)  

      Standing in the Snietnica, Poland cemetery 

Closing Comments: with more answers available if you search for them? 

One of my favorite family history activities in doing research away from home is to stroll through cemeteries 

where my ancestors are likely buried. Frequently, it can be associated with the church that they attended. 

The excitement is finding their grave stones is even more special.  Taking photos of their graves is another 

favorite memory to be shared with others. And yes, in offering a prayer for their existence and their ultimate 

influence on my life.   If you are really in a bit of hurry, visit the cemetery’s office for notes of where they are 

actually buried.  Don’t hesitate to ask to check their cemetery records for even more information.  

Newspaper obituaries can also guide you to the cemeteries where your ancestor’s located.  Your local 

family history and public libraries also will have a subscription to Newspapers in Print.  Peruse this posting  

at http://www.kuzmich4.com/Facebook/Newpaper1.pdf for many ways to find obituaries in these prime 

sources.  In some instances, you can get a two-week free subscription which can also help you locate their 

obituaries in record time.  In addition, the obituaries may have information about the funeral homes which 

may have even more info about your ancestors than the newspaper obituary. 
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